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SEPARATION FACILITY FOR SALE
Facility & Equipment Available.

CAMERON PH., SOUTH LOUISIANA. G
CHAPTER 7 BANKRUPTCY PROCESS

Facility Sits on 207-Surface Acres.

Hydrocarbon Separation Facility. BANKRUPTCY

Multiple Contracts and Agreements in Place.

Cash Flow From Facility Fees: $3,000/Mn

G 6610E

WANTED: MIDSTREAM PROJECTS
Gas Processing Plants & Gathering

International Conglomerate Will Fund W
Developing Fields or Emerging Plays

Investment For Midstream Infrastructure

Up to 50% Participation in Project WANTED

Minimum Plant Capacity: 100 MMcf/d

Up To $100,000,000 In Capex.

LOOKING FOR OPERATING PARTNER

CALL PLS ENERGY ADVISORS

W 7755G

DEALS FOR SALE

Transocean will acquire Ocean Rig to continue fleet revamp 

Transocean will acquire Ocean Rig UDW in a cash and stock transaction valued at 

about $2.72 billion. The combined fleet of 57 floaters would include 17 of the top 50 and 

31 of the top 100 ultra-deepwater drillships, according to Transocean. 

Ocean Rig would bring to Transocean nine high-spec ultra-deepwater 

drillships with two more under construction and two harsh-environment semi-

submersibles. The company also has a $740 million backlog, which Transocean 

CEO Jeremy Thigpen describes a “high 

margin backlog with strategic customers 

in West Africa and Norway.”

Buying Ocean Rig continues Transocean’s transformation of its fleet. Since 2014, 

Transocean has retired and recycled 45 floaters, added seven new builds and sold its 15 

jackups to Borr Drilling for $1.35 billion and acquired Songa Offshore for $3.4 billion 

in a deal that closed in January.

The Songa acquisition was done in anticipation of coming higher rates for harsh-

environment semi-submersibles.

Schlumberger to sell marine seismic operations for $600MM

Schlumberger agreed to sell the marine seismic assets and operations 

of WesternGeco, its geophysical service, to Norway-based Shearwater GeoServices, 

seven months after the oilfield services giant put the business up for 

sale. In the transaction, Schlumberger will receive $600 million plus 

a 15% post-closing equity interest in 

Shearwater GeoServices.

WesternGeco will continue to operate 

as an asset-light business. “Through access to the industry’s global marine fleet, including 

Shearwater’s vessels, we will continue to provide our customers with exploration and 

discovery services that leverage our leading global multiclient library, advanced seismic 

imaging and interpretation services,” said Maurice Nessim, president of WesternGeco.  

When Schlumberger announced its intentions in January, it blamed the market 

instead of the business. Seismic acquisition has been in a downturn for six years and 

customers unwilling to pay a premium for advanced technology.

 Schlumberger had “no line of sight” to preferred operating margins and free cash 

flow, CEO Paal Kibsgaard said in January. “While standalone seismic acquisition players 

have no other choice than to stay in and fight."

Black Mountain Sand latest 

to look beyond Permian 
Black Mountain Sand is building 

in the STACK play a mine that the Fort 

Worth-based company said will make it the 

nation’s largest in-basin frac sand 

provider. The project is the latest 

sign that proppant companies 

are looking for new expansion 

possibilities for the in-basin sand strategy 

outside of the Permian Basin, where there 

are warnings of a glut.

In-basin sand has been a rapidly 

developing field especially in the Permian 

Basin as frackers look for alternatives 

to Northern White sand that has to be 

transported from the Midwest. While in-

basin sand has lower crush strength, 

the savings on logistics have prompted 

frackers use it in their proppant mix.

In the Permian, 13 mines have 

open in the past two years, with a 

combined capacity almost equal to the 

basin’s 2018 frac sand demand of 40 

million tons. Jenniffer Deckard, CEO 

of Covia Holdings, which opened two 

mines this year.

Halliburton warns Permian activity worse than expected

The anticipated slowdown in the Permian Basin has arrived and Halliburton CEO 

Jeff Miller said the impact to his company’s Q3 earnings will be deeper than expected. 

While Miller said the interruption would be brief, Schlumberger CEO Paal Kibsgaard 

used his speech at the same conference to question whether the Permian would meet 

growth expectations in the future.

Halliburton Q3 earnings would be affected by $0.08 to $0.10 per share, 

Miller said. The CEO noted that in the July earnings call that a downturn in the Permian 

was expected due to customers’ budget 

constraints and production exceeding 

pipeline’s takeaway capacity. 

“We said there would be a decrease in customer urgency that may result in more 

whitespace in our calendar. That has occurred, and we have more whitespace than 

expected,” Miller said at the Barclays CEO Energy-Power Conference. 

Lower customer urgency has led to pricing weakness, which has spread into other 

basins. Miller said these factors, as well as project delays in the Middle East.

Halliburton reported earnings in Q2 of 

$0.58 per share.

Deal includes $1.2B in cash, $1.8B in 

equity and $370MM in net cash.

Shearwater will grow from four to 14 

seismic acquisition vessels.

Around 20 Permian frac sand mines 

scheduled to be in service by YE18.
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DEALS FOR SALE

Kinder Morgan marketing 
remaining Canadian assets

Kinder Morgan Inc. is looking at 
selling Kinder Morgan Canada Ltd. (KML), 
reportedly hiring TD Securities to facilitate 
the transaction. The Canadian 
spinoff was created last year to de-
risk KMI from the uncertainty around 
the Trans Mountain crude pipeline, 
which the Canadian government acquired 
last month for C$4.5 billion (US$3.5 billion).

Selling the Trans Mountain—both the 
300,000 bo/d pipeline from Alberta to the 
British Columbia coast and its planned 
690,000 bo/d expansion—removed KML’s 
key asset from the spinoff. Remaining 
assets include 12.1 MMbbl of storage in 
Edmonton, the Vancouver Wharves export 
terminal and the Cochin pipeline, which 
can carry 110,000 bbl/d of condensate from 
the US for bitumen blending in Canada.

The assets are expected to go for 
a multiple of 10 to 12 times EBITDA, 
sources told Reuters, which would value 
the deal at C$2.4 billion. The assets are 
solid cash producers and KMI, which 
owns 70% of KML.

KMI and EagleClaw moving ahead with Permian Highway
Kinder Morgan Inc. and EagleClaw Midstream Ventures, a portfolio company of 

Blackstone Energy Partners, issued a positive FID on the $2 billion Permian Highway 
Pipeline Project on Sept. 6. The FID came after the execution of definitive JV agreements 
and sufficient firm transportation agreements with shippers.

Nearly all of the 2 Bcf/d available on the PHP system is 
subscribed and committed under long-term, binding transportation 

agreements. Kinder Morgan Texas Pipeline, the subsidiary that will operate the pipeline, 
expects that the remaining capacity will be 
awarded shortly,

Shippers that have committed to the 
project include EagleClaw, Apache Corp. and ExxonMobil subsidiary XTO Energy. 
EagleClaw and Apache have announced commitments of up to 500 MMcf/d and XTO 
up to 450 MMcf/d.

The PHP will be 430 miles of 42-inch pipeline from Waha to Katy with connections 
to the US Gulf Coast and Mexico markets. Service is expected in late 2020, roughly a 
year after KMI’s 1.95 Bcf/d Gulf Coast Express (GCX) from the Permian Basin to Agua 
Dulce goes into service.

Last major Marcellus/Utica pipelines of 2018 ready
Two multi-billion-dollar takeaway projects out of the Marcellus and Utica are 

mechanically complete and have applied with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
to be placed into service. Williams applied for final approval for the 1.7 Bcf/d Atlantic 
Sunrise pipeline addition to the Transco system while Enbridge and DTE Energy are 

ready to start the mainline of its 1.5 Bcf/d Nexus pipeline to Michigan.
The Atlantic Sunrise and 

the Nexus are essentially 
the final major gas takeaway projects 
from Appalachia that will go into service before year-end. TransCanada expects to put 
into service its WB Xpress in Q4 in West Virginia, a project with 1.3 Bcf/d of capacity 
but only involves 2.9 miles of new pipeline and the replacement of 26 miles. No other 
major interstate gas projects out of Appalachia are expected to be completed until EQT 
Midstream Partners’ Mountain Valley and Dominion Energy’s Atlantic Coast pipeline, 
which are scheduled for 4Q19 completion.

Dominion Energy proposes to acquire its MLP 
Dominion Energy is ready to buy up its master limited partnership, offering $1.15 billion 

in common shares for the public’s 39.1% stake in Dominion Energy Midstream Partners 
(DM). The Virginia-based utility pointed directly at the March tax rule change by the Federal 

Energy Regulatory Commission in explaining why it would roll up its MLP. 
FERC sent the MLP universe 

into turmoil when it ruled on March 
15 that including an income tax allowance 
into cost-of-service rates in fees charged to shippers amounts to a double recovery after 
last year’s corporate tax changes. DM units were among the hardest hit. DM units closed at 
$15.00 on April 13, down from $25.40 on March 14. The slide made it difficult to raise capital 
for expansion projects or dropdowns from Dominion. FERC revised the rule in July to ease 
up on the implementation, but DM units have remained in the $15-17 range until September. 

“Fortunately, Dominion Energy has already successfully completed several steps 
that will allow us to achieve our earnings and credit objectives despite these challenges,” 
Dominion Energy CEO Thomas Farrell said. 

Offer is 0.2468 Dominion Energy common 
shares per DM common unit.

FERC initially authorized the Atlantic 
Sunrise in February 2017.

Blackstone acquired Delaware-focused 
EagleClaw for $2.0B last year.

KMI acquired Trans Mountain in 2005 in 
its US$5.6B acquisition of Terasen.Serving the marketplace with news, analysis and business opportunities
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Gastar delisting ‘fundamental change’ for Ares
Gastar Exploration, which sent out a transaction process letter for potential transactions with the company on Aug. 21, started trading its common shares on the OTC market Sept. 7 after they were delisted from NYSE. The company was told Aug. 29 that it was not in compliance with NYSE continued listing standards regarding share price. 

Gastar’s common stock had been hovering in the $0.08-0.09 range immediately prior to the delisting and is presently trading at around $0.06 on the OTC. 
The transaction process letter to prospective bidders invites proposals regarding a potential transaction with the company. Tudor Pickering Holt & Co. and Perella Weinberg will receive proposals and be sole points of contact for the company in conjunction with this process. 

Marathon assuming $3.375B in Andeavor debtIn anticipation of the combination of refining companies Marathon Petroleum Corp. 
and Andeavor Inc., the companies launched tender offers and consent solicitations 
related to any and all of Andeavor’s $3.375 billion in long-term debt outstanding for the 
same amount of new notes to be issued by Marathon, and cash. A portion of the debt 
was issued prior to Tesoro Corp.’s $6.8 billion acquisition of Western Refining, Inc. in the summer of 2017 that 

resulted in the rebranding and 
name change to Andeavor.The tender offers cover six separate issues ranging in interest rates from 3.8% to 

5.375%   and maturities from 2022 to 2048. In all six cases, holders of the notes would 
receive $970 principal amount of new Marathon notes with identical maturities and 
interest rates and $1.00 in cash for each $1,000 face amount of Andeavor notes validly 
tendered and not withdrawn. In addition, holders who tendered prior to the Sept. 12 early 
tender deadline received a premium of $30 payable in the new notes for each $1,000 of 
the Andeavor notes. The regular tender deadline is Oct. 1.In conjunction with the tender offers, Andeavor is soliciting consents to adopt 
amendments to indentures underlying its existing 

Dominion secures $3.0 billion term loan for Cove PointDominion Energy announced on Sept. 4 that it had secured $3.0 billion in 
commitments from more than 20 lenders for a three-year, non-amortizing term loan 
facility for its Cove Point LNG export facility on the Chesapeake Bay in Maryland. The company said the facility is expected to close and fund later this month and that initial drawn pricing for the term loan is set at a 137.5 bps spread over LIBOR. The mid-Atlantic utility said it would use borrowings from the facility to reduce parent-level debt, resulting in a reduction in the company’s total debt by about 8%. At the end of Q2, Dominion reported 

$37.6 billion in net debt. The company’s net debt has crept up from $26.2 billion at the 
end of 2014 as it has spent over $4.0 billion to develop Cove Point and financed other 
projects. Long-term debt comprised $28.1 billion of the Q2 net figure, and the company 
reported a total of $2.37 billion outstanding in term loans from the parent and its units 
as of the end of the quarter. 

SWN buying back $900MM in debt, $200MM in equityEquity buyback would be funded with $1.865 billion sale of Fayetteville assetsSouthwestern Energy Corp. launched a tender offer for $900 million aggregate 
principal amount of its debt on Sept. 4. First priority will be given to the company’s 4.10% senior notes due 2022, then its 4.05% senior notes due 2020 and its 4.95% senior notes due 2025, all of which will have no sub-caps. The 
company placed $50 million sub-caps on the other notes in the tender offer—7.50% senior notes due 2026 and 7.75% senior notes due 2027, which are fourth and fifth priority in terms of repurchase.The company will pay $950 per $1,000 face amount of the 2022 notes validly 

tendered and not withdrawn by the Oct. 1 offer deadline, $975 for each $1,000 of 
the 2020s and $960 for the 2025s. It is also offering $1,002.50 for each $1,000 of 
the 2026 notes and $1,010 for the 2027s. Holders who tender their notes by the 
Sept. 17 early tender deadline will receive an extra $50 premium for each $1,000 
principal amount.

SOUTHEAST TEXAS PROPERTY39-Wells. 680-Gross/Net Acres.LIBERTY COUNTY, TEXAS
Hull & S. Liberty Fields PPSolid Production Base & Cash FlowConventional: Frio, Miocene & Yegua100% OPERATED WI; ~86% NRI 48Gross Production: 90 BOPD & 85 MCFD  BOEDNet Production:76 BOPD & 73 MCFDNet Cash Flow: ~$71,080/MonthCONTACT PLS ENERGY ADVISORSPP 7960DV

KANSAS & MISSOURI SALE PKG3-Major Fields. 2,290 Acres
MULTIPLE LOW-DECLINE FIELDS PPJOHNSON CO KS
SHALLOW (STRIPPER) OIL PROJECTMATURE WATERFLOOD
100% OPERATED WI; ~75% NRI 226Net Production: 177 BOPD  BOPDNet Cash Flow: $148,100/MonthNet PDP Reserves: ~672 MBONet PDP PV10: ~$6,952,000OFFERS DUE: OCTOBER 5, 2018PP 7700DV

DEALS FOR SALE

Currently $3.22B in long-term debt outstanding, will be cut to $2.3B.

Dominion’s long-term debt at Q2 end totaled $28.1 billion.

New Marathon notes would boost long-term debt to almost $21B.

Accepting proposals for strategic alternatives until Oct. 1.

Serving the marketplace with news, analysis and business opportunities
PetroScout

Month XX, XXXX Volume 00, No. 00
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BORDEN CO., TX FARMOUT
2-PDP Wells. 30,900-Net Acre Project

MIDLAND BASIN SPRABERRY TREND PP
Targeting Hz Wolfcamp
1-New Permitted Well on Position

Proposed 10,000 ft Hz New Drill 127

25% NonOperated WI & 18.75% NRI  BOED

Operations Negotiable
Original 2 Wells IP30: 190 BOED

Est. EUR: 600-800 MBOE per Well

2-Mi Horizontal Drill/Comp: $6.0-$7.0 MM

CALL FOR PROJECT PRESENTATION

PP 7485DV

KANSAS & MISSOURI SALE PKG
3-Major Fields. 2,290 Acres
MULTIPLE LOW-DECLINE FIELDS PP
JOHNSON CO KS
SHALLOW (STRIPPER) OIL PROJECT

MATURE WATERFLOOD 226

100% OPERATED WI; ~75% NRI  BOPD

Net Production: 177 BOPD
Net Cash Flow: $148,100/Month

Net PDP Reserves: ~672 MBO

Some Production Into Missouri

Net PDP PV10: ~$6,952,000
PP 7700DV

DEALS FOR SALE

Oil Search now sees ~1.1 Bbo 

potential in Alaska assets
As it prepares to begin appraisal work 

at its recently acquired Nanushuk assets 

on Alaska’s North Slope, Papua New 

Guinea-based Oil Search 

now believes upcoming drilling 

campaigns can unlock nearly 

1.1 Bbo, more than twice as much oil as 

it previously estimated. The company 

made the $400 million acquisition, which 

closed in February, based on a 2C 

contingent resource estimate of 500 

MMbo at the Pikka unit, where it owns an 

operated 25.5% WI.

The increase would bring Oil Search’s 

estimate closer to the 1.2 Bbo in contingent 

resources for the area touted by Repsol 

in March 2017 when it announced the 

Horseshoe discovery south of Pikka. The 

Spanish producer retains 49% WI in Pikka 

and 25% in Horseshoe.

Jagged Peak to apply 3D-assisted drilling across assets

Delaware Basin pure-play Jagged Peak Energy has begun integrating 3D seismic 

data into its drilling program, with initial results in its Cochise project area showing 

improved well performance. The company said the use of newly licensed 3D data to 

geosteer its UTL 3031B-17-2H well at Cochise allowed it to optimally place 

100% of the lateral in the Lower Wolfcamp A. In comparison, just 23% of an 

adjacent lateral drilled without seismic data was optimally placed. As a result, 

cumulative 100-day production from the 

geosteered well was 40% higher than 

from its parent well 660 ft away.

Jagged Peak received fast-track 3D data for its Whiskey River area in May and has 

already drilled some wells using that data, though none had been completed by the 

company’s Q2 earnings call Aug. 10. The company was also expecting fast-track data 

in mid-August for its Big Tex area covering the most prospective parts of the Woodford 

play and planned to use that data drill a second test of the formation shortly thereafter.

Its first Woodford well at Big Tex was completed in 3Q17 and had a two-phase 

30-day rate of 227 boe/d (63% oil) per 1,000 ft of lateral. Full 3D data was expected for 

Whiskey River by the end of August and for Big Tex in Q4. 

Centennial to co-develop Third Bone Spring with Wolfcamp

After achieving strong results from a two-well pad targeting the Third Bone Spring 

and the Upper Wolfcamp A, Centennial Resource Development sees co-development 

of these two zones as a major operational focus and growth driver in 

2019 and beyond. The laterals were drilled 440 ft apart horizontally into 

zones separated by 200 ft vertically to test the co-development concept including potential 

interference between the two closely stacked zones, Centennial COO Sean Smith said 

at the Enercom conference in Denver.

“Both of them are outstanding wells. 

In fact, the Third Bone Spring Sand well 

is outperforming the Wolfcamp A, which was traditionally our highest producing zone 

out here, by a fair amount,” Smith said. “And so, this gives us a lot of comfort that 

we think the Third Bone is going to be productive across a large portion of our 

position and that codevelopment is certainly something we’re going to be focused 

on going forward.”

Jonah’s 3,500-well Lance project wins BLM approval

The U.S. Bureau of Land Management approved Jonah Energy’s Normally Pressured 

Lance (NPL) project, which aims to drill 3,500 gas wells over the next 10 years immediately 

south and west of the Jonah gas field in Sublette County, Wyoming. The ambitious project 

could unlock up to 7 Tcf and 17.5-40.0 MMbo over the next 40 years, generate 

$17.85 billion in total revenue and 

$2.2 billion in federal royalties, and 

create 950 jobs during the development 

phase, according to the bureau. NPL is one of the largest oil and gas projects ever approved 

on public land in Wyoming, with 96% of the 140,859-acre area administered by the BLM.

Jonah Energy inherited the NPL project from Encana, which first proposed it in 

2011. Backed by private equity commitments from TPG Capital and EIG Global Energy 

Partners, Jonah formed in 2014 after its predecessor, Maverick American Natural 

Gas, bought Encana’s assets in and around Jonah field for $1.8 billion.

“After seven-plus years, we are very pleased to see the record of decision,” Jonah’s 

Government Affairs Director Paul Ulrich told the Casper Star-Tribune. 

10-year drilling program aims to unlock 

7 Tcf & 17.5-40.0 MMbo.

Third Bone Spring outperforms prolific 

Upper Wolfcamp A on 2-well pad.

First Wolfcamp A well geosteered with 

3D landed 100% in target zone.

Nearby Conoco finds support upside of 

newly acquired Pikka & Horseshoe.

All Standard Disclaimers & Seller Rights Apply.
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CHOCTAW CO., AL PROPERTY 

~2,100-HBP Gross Acres. 20-Wells.

GILBERTOWN FIELD

17-Producing Wells. 3-SWD PP

Eutaw: ~3,400 Ft.

Selma Chalk: ~2,800 Ft.

Subsurface Geology Available. >90

100% OPERATED WI; 85.5% NRI BOPD

Net Production: 94 BOPD

Cash Flow: $57,000/Month

Est. Reserves: 70 MBO/Well

Total PV10 Value: $5,600,000

PP 7644DV

KANSAS & MISSOURI SALE PKG

3-Major Fields. 2,290 Acres

MULTIPLE LOW-DECLINE FIELDS 

JOHNSON CO KS

SHALLOW (STRIPPER) OIL PROJECT PP

100% OPERATED WI; ~75% NRI

Net Production: 177 BOPD 
226

Net Cash Flow: $148,100/Month BOPD

Net PDP Reserves: ~672 MBO

Net PDP PV10: ~$6,952,000

OFFERS DUE: OCTOBER 5, 2018

PP 7700DV

DEALS FOR SALE

Pioneer divests W. Panhandle 

field for $201MM
Striking its third deal this year after 

announcing its transition to a Permian 

pure-play in February, Pioneer Natural 

Resources struck a 

$201 million agreement 

to sell its West Panhandle field assets in 

Potter, Moore and Hartley counties, Texas, 

to Dallas-based investment firm Scout 

Energy Partners. Q1 production across 

the position was 6,346 boe/d (22% oil) 

from 705 operated vertical wells at a 

shallow 1,800-3,200 ft TVD on 239,500 

acres (100% HBP, 100% WI, 87.5% NRI) 

in the structurally highest part of the field. 

BMO Capital Markets advised Pioneer for 

the deal, which is expected to close in Q4.

While the produced gas has an 

average energy content of 1,400 

Btu, ~80% of revenue is derived from 

liquids production. 

Kosmos makes Gulf of Mexico entry in $1.2B Deep Gulf buy

 Dallas-based international explorer Kosmos Energy is making its Gulf of Mexico 

debut through the acquisition of Deep Gulf Energy from private equity firm First 

Reserve and other shareholders for $1.23 billion. The company boosts its 2P reserves 

by 40% to 280 MMboe and current production by 50% to 70,000 boe/d by 

adding a new Gulf of Mexico 

position to its current portfolio 

of Atlantic Margin assets offshore Ghana, 

Equatorial Guinea, Mauritania, Senegal, Suriname, the Ivory Coast Sao Tome and 

Principe and Morocco. Kosmos is paying $925 million in cash and $300 million in 

Kosmos shares to First Reserve, giving the latter a 9% ownership in the company, with 

existing shareholders Warburg Pincus and the Blackstone Group holding respective 

21% and 12% stakes. The deal is expected to close later in Q3.

“With many competitors leaving the Gulf of Mexico to chase onshore shale plays, a 

huge opportunity has opened in the basin. The best deep-water assets can compete 

with the best of shale, and now is a good time to enter the Gulf of Mexico,” said Kosmos 

CEO Andy Inglis. The move is a key component of Kosmos.

Encino acquires Chesapeake’s Utica portfolio for $1.9 billion

  Executing its strategy to acquire large, high-quality assets across the Lower 

48, Encino Acquisition Partners (EAP) struck a $1.9 billion all-cash deal for Chesapeake 

Energy’s Ohio Utica assets that is expected to close in Q4, with an additional $100 

million in contingent payments linked to natural gas prices. In support of the acquisition, 

institutional investor Canada Pension Plan Investment 

Board, which formed EAP with Houston-based Encino Energy in 

June 2017, will invest $1 billion in EAP 

and will own 98% of the partnership. While 

CPPIB provides most of the cash, Encino 

will operate the assets and take responsibility for originating, evaluating and executing 

acquisition opportunities to further grow the new company.

The assets consist of 938,000 net acres (1.42 million gross, 85% HBP), 2.88 Tcfe 

proved reserves (72% gas) and 2017 production of 642 MMcfe/d (67% gas) from 920 

wells (750 operated) in Carroll, Jefferson, Harrison, Stark, Guernsey, Columbiana, 

Belmont, Tuscarawas counties, Ohio.

BHP sells bulk of U.S. onshore portfolio to BP for $10.5B

In its largest acquisition this century, BP is acquiring the bulk of BHP’s U.S. onshore 

portfolio for $10.5 billion, marking the supermajor’s resurgence in the U.S. shale space 

after paring down its position after the 2010 Macondo incident. While BP acquires BHP’s 

Permian, Eagle Ford and Haynesville shale position, privately held U.S. firm Merit Energy 

struck a separate $300 million deal for BHP’s Fayetteville assets. 

For BHP, these exits 

mirror the two transactions, totaling 

nearly $20 billion, by which the Australian 

producer entered the sector seven years ago, and brings to conclusion a process it 

launched last August after being pushed by activist investors led by Elliott Management 

Corp. These investors called for BHP to shed its U.S. onshore business after Elliott said 

$40 billion in value had been erased since the company entered the space in 2011 due 

to the collapse of oil prices and “other decisions.” Both deals should close by the end of 

October with an effective date of July 1.

For BP, the deal is the supermajor’s largest since it acquired Atlantic Richfield Co. 

in 1999 for $26.8 billion. The buy increases BP’s U.S. onshore resources by 57% and its 

U.S. production by a fifth, from 744,000 boe/d.

BP also plans to sell $5-6B, primarily from 

upstream portfolio.

Chesapeake up on Powder River Basin 

but down on net.

First Reserve first backed the Deep Gulf 

Energy team in 2005.

 Pioneer sharpen focus on 660,000-net-

acre Midland Basin position.
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